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DIRECTOR’S NOTE

Erica R.H. Fuchs

This year of leading the National Network for Critical Technology Assessment has made me appreciate, in ways not possible in my life as a professor, that all great endeavors are the product of an extraordinary team. First, I express my utmost thanks to the NSF TIP team—Erwin Gianchandani, Tess DeBlanc-Knowles, and Jeff Alstott—for taking a bet on this pilot, believing in what this could be, and astutely managing our cooperative agreement. We wouldn’t be here without your funding, participation, and guidance throughout the year. Thanks also to the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation leadership, Adam Falk and Danny Goroff. Danny, in particular, has become a mentor, advocate, and friend. The National Network would never have come into being without the work of Timothy McNulty, Associate Vice Provost of Government Relations at Carnegie Mellon University. Tim has been my trusted advisor, strategy architect, and cheerleader from day one, before the first testimony. Thank you, Tim, for believing in me before I believed in myself. Likewise, thank you to Farnam Jahanian, Theresa Mayer, William Sanders, and Peter Adams for their personal and institutional support necessary to pull rabbits out of hats on this one-year high-speed project. I cannot thank enough Shay Lynn Myers, our Network Coordinator and Event Director. Shay again and again came through under the most challenging circumstances. Thank you, Shay, for never questioning my crazy demands, being a friend and moral support to everyone on our team, and always having my back. Thanks to my research group, in particular Nikhil Kalathil, Afonso Amaral, Elina Hoffmann, Anthony Cheng, and Alex Newkirk. Repeatedly when we would have otherwise been unable to make it to the deadline without more technical heft you carried us over the finish line. Thank you for your endless enthusiasm and being my professional family. Thank you to Joel Predd for walking the first 8 months with me, to Matt Sanfilippo for being a partner and identifying key midway participants, to Rhonda Kloss and David Delo for managing an unusually large number of subcontracts, and to Dan Giamatteo and Sam Boyer for moving administrative hurdles to enable me to hire on a very compressed timeline. In the final 5 months, our team expanded in significant ways. Thank you to Natalie Ross, Project Manager, for jumping on the moving bullet train and seamlessly executing the multiple moving parts of our quality and communications review and report production process. Thank you, Natalie, for architecting cohesion across our diverse and dispersed team, and becoming the heart of our small internal group. Thank you, Rachel Losego, for expertly managing my unmanageable schedule. Thank you to Adam Jaffe for your expertise and decisiveness as our review moderator and editor-at-large. Likewise, great thanks to William (Bill) Bonvillian for serving as our sage senior advisor on DC communications. Thank you to Cameron Fletcher, our technical writer and editor, a magician at combining text from multiple sources into beautiful prose with a single voice and communicating complex concepts without any loss of precision. Thank you, Cameron, for being an ally and intellectual partner on the team. We are incredibly fortunate to have worked with Courtney Jo Fraser, Design Strategy Director at Opus Design. Courtney Jo, your intelligence and vision for communicating complex thoughts in figures is extraordinary—so many times it was only after working together that I realized, “Oh, so that’s what we’re doing!” Thank you to project coleads James Evans and Dewey Murdick. Your commitment and engagement were invaluable. Thank you to our Advisory Council for your consistently thoughtful engagement, enthusiasm, advocacy, and steering throughout the year. Thank you to Jared Cohon for your mentorship throughout my career, whether rough or calm waters, to Richard Lester for early on encouraging me to think big, and to Peter Blair and Tom Kalil for always being willing to hop on the phone as I traveled new territory. On the personal front: Thanks to Sachiyu Minegishi, for our Sunday afternoon strategy calls and ongoing friendship finding our way through life. Last, my utmost thanks to my family: my husband David Andersen (and his unfailing support of my professional ambitions), my fantasy-loving book-reading 11-year-old daughter Aria Andersen-Fuchs, and my never-ending-energy 5-year-old son Sebastian Andersen-Fuchs. Efforts such as this year inevitably have a high cost on family, and you have borne the brunt of that cost. Thank you for, each in your own way, always reminding me what matters most in life.